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TERRIBLE MULTIPLE ATTACKS IN PARIS IN STADE OF FRANCE AND BATACLAN
THEATRE
AT LEAST 40 DEAD

Paris, Washington DC, 14.11.2015, 00:32 Time

USPA NEWS - At least three attacks hit the center of Paris and its suburbs north. A hostage situation is underway in the Bataclan
concert hall. Reportedly, a gunner was shot. At least 40 people died in multiple attacks in the area of the Stade de France, Paris and
rue de Charonne and in the Bataclan theatre.

At least three attacks hit the center of Paris and its suburbs north Friday. A hostage situation is underway in the Bataclan concert hall.
Reportedly, a gunner was shot.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
At least 40 people died in multiple attacks in the area of the Stade de France, Paris and rue de Charonne and in the Bataclan theatre,
Voltaire boulevard where a hostage situation is ongoing, said Friday evening the police headquarters told AFP.------------Spectators
and soccer fans, who had gathered for this friendly match France Germany are shocked and afraid, have gathered on the ground of
lawn and people, are reluctant to get out of the stadium, whose capacity is of 80,000 people.--------------------------

According to the first results of the police headquarters in Paris, three people were killed in explosions in the area of the stadium where
France was held a friendly match between France and Germany and 15 died at the Bataclan. Asked shortly after 10:30 p.m., the
police headquarters counts “�at least three shootings, maybe four in the Bataclan sector (eleventh arrondissement) and rue de
Charonne (Xe arrondissement)."

BATACLAN MYTHIC THEATER NEAR TO REPUBLIC PLACE IS ATTACKED------------------------------------------------
According to preliminary information gathered by Europe 1, a gunman was shot and two suspects are still being sought. The terrorism
prosecutor took up the investigation on Friday evening. A police officer was also reportedly wounded in the area around the Republic
Square.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
At "Bataclan" theatre, "they shot blindly into the crowd." The Europe 1 journalist, Julian Pearce said. He attended Friday night at a rock
concert in the Bataclan concert hall, targeted by attacks, where 15 people died. "I was inside the room when several gunmen returned
in full concert," he relates. "Two or three individuals un masked returned with automatic weapons Kalashnikov type and started
shooting blindly into the crowd," says the journalist who believes that "it lasted about ten, fifteen minutes, it was was extremely violent.
""There has been a panic, everyone ran to the scene, there was trampling scenes, I made myself trampled," describes the
journalist.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ALPHA RED PLAN MULTI ATTACKS IS TRIGGERED SINCE 2009----------------------------------------------------------------
A crisis meeting is being held at the moment with the minister Christiane Taubira, Justice, Bernard Cazeneuve of Interior, Manuel Valls
Prime Minister and the President Francois Hollande. The Plan was triggered red Alpha (the same as 2009). Source: With Agencies
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